FULL REPORTING
FEATURE THROUGH
OUR DATA
PRIVACY
PLATFORM.

Automatically generate reports to track Data Protection
program and usage of the PrivacyEngine platform.
Need a report on data protection policy, GDPR logs or
training usage? PrivacyEngine provides them all with a
click of the mouse.

Benefits:
Analyse your entire organisation’s activity in one
place.
Delegate tasks out to other staff members and
track their progress.

Features:
Generate reports on:
Documents: report on document status, review
process, and user visibility.
Employee Activity: by employee name, email,
department, and role.
Risks: all the risks that have been identified in the
system and what actions have been taken against
each.
Processing activities: in terms of data subject, data
controller log, data processor log and suggested vs
created risks.
Employee training: Monitor progress and identify
training gaps.

Track the progress of critical risks that have been
identified and ensure they have been mitigated
against at the earliest opportunity.
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